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About This Game

The Game

Beyond the Sky is a dark-themed point and click adenture in which you play Selene, a young woman who gets lost in a dark
wood. Only by learning to see beyond the veil of appereances in exploring the world surrounding her and solving complex

logical puzzles will she finally be able to defeat her deepest fears and realize her dream of reaching the moon.

Features

Unique graphic design, thoroughly crafted and designed entirely by hand;

Complex logical puzzles that will test your skills;

Distinctive means of exploration that develops over the course of the game;

Many bizarre characters to interact with;

Emotional original soundtrack;

An articulate and multifaceted story that will encourage you to reflect on important and deep themes: life and death, fear
and trust, prejudice and conflict;

A vivid world that blends a surprising mix of references ranging from the classics of Greek and Latin literature to
contemporary movies, classical art and pop culture;
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Title: Beyond the Sky
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Iperurania Arts
Publisher:
Iperurania Arts
Release Date: 14 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 64bit

Processor: 1 GHz CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Dedicated video card

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Italian,German,Russian
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So this game is short and simple, the second video on steam explain everything about how this game is being played, i grabbed
the gaem for $1.4, which was a steal so i can play this game with my friends and family later on.

It's a simple game but really fun and easy to play, once u start playing this game u can't stop playing it

. Class 319 Review:

Pros:
+Decent cab view, most features simulated and reasonable textures
+Lovely modes, the livery may already be defunct, but it is still well modelled and detailed
+Passenger view is good, someone even left their book behind
+Sounds are ok, not wonderful but easily fixed by the AP sound pack
+Great for London to Brighton and the South London Network

Cons:
-Acceleration is to quick for a 319
-Only 2 scenarios, a bit of a shame for an otherwise fairly good train

Overall:
Excellent train, let down again by poor physics and few scenarios. Get the Armstrong Powerhouse sound pack for this! It fixes
the physics, as well as giving it a dsd, opening windows, driver only operation and, of course, wonderful sounds. However, this is
still worth it in a sale. Also, I bought it in the Commuter Europe Collection, which comes with London to Brighton, the class
421, DB BR423 and Munich to Augsberg, for only \u00a329.99 (or less in a sale).. Great Work out but glitchy at times like
some punches not registering which breaks my combo meter. Also the number of punches with each fist is un balanced. I have
to do way more left punches which might not work out my muscles evenly. More balancing and fine tuning would be great!. If
you want an epic game of dodgeball, buy this game.
If you want excitement and sweat all over your keyboard, buy this game.
If you want to annoy the♥♥♥♥♥♥out of people by making the game a bullethell, buy this game.
If you have friends that have this game, buy this game.
If you want a genuinely good indie game, BUY THIS GAME!. An enjoyable experience overall

Pretty unique battle and leveling system, although a lot of the battles didn't seem to make the fullest use of all the mechanics.
That said, the endgame and post-game bosses were very fun because they will force you to master the battle and leveling system

Controls can take a while to get used to. Jumping and platforming can be wonky at times. There is one level in particular that
can test your patience

The story surprisingly has some meat to it. The dialogue writing could have been better though, but maybe that's part of the
charm

There is a card game, which is a plus

-------------------------
Overall score: 7.7 \/ 10.4
-------------------------. -NOT- recommended. I was curious about the 80\/100 Meta score and grabbed this for 2$ on the 75%
sale. First this is not a video game, more like a table game poorly adapted to the screen. The resolution is tiny (800x600?) with
no option to resize it, the board screen is so tiny that you spend your time scrolling around endlessly looking for objectives, and
hell the characters are not even modeled, you see them as pawns exactly like on a table game.

But all of that could have been forgotten if the gameplay or story were solid. The story is boring, a bunch of girls get into
accidents at school that look like sabotage and mainly you will be investigating who did it. Second the gameplay is poor, divided
into 4 repetitive, childich minigames of -NO- strategic or tactical depth.
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Bottom line, I don't know how it got such a high meta score. Stay away from this game.. This game, a hillarious and wildly
inappropriate throwback to the ancient Sierra\/Lucasarts\/Telltale point-and-click adventures of yesteryear.

Perhaps it is because I was raised on King's Quest, Sam & Max, and Monkey Island, but these games have always had a special
place for me.

Though I am convinced there are no more than 2 voice actors at the most, this fully-voiced adventure is chock-full of offensive
innuendo, double entrendre, and bizarre british insults.

From obnoxious "Chav" teenagers, morbidly obese strippers, porn shop enthusiasts, blind perverts, and angry old ladies with
tazers, the conversations had me rolling with laughter throughout. Coupled with the crass bitterness of the alchoholic main
character, and goofy puzzles, there was entertainment without too steep or shallow of a difficulty curve.

I bought the entire series for 5 bucks, a downright steal for 3 games, and though my experience with this genre may have
shortened the playtime to a few hours per episode.. I'd have rather watched a gameplay instead of trying to find where the game
devs thought it was logical to go. For a person who got used to games with bigger interactivity, it was frustrating all the way.
Can't put myself to finish it.
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boi
gud gaem
100\/99. It's practically OIDS!

I lost my youth to that game by FTL, who also made Dungeon Master. I had the Atari ST version, and you could design your
own levels and swap them with your one nutty friend. Oh the fun we had!

To be fair I have only played a few levels so far, but I can already tell this has the appropriate flavour. It isn't anywhere near as
sophisticated as OIDS, where you had to rescue wee robots that ran around, and avoid gravity suckers and giant bases, but it will
do until someone rediscovers how to create that classic.

Super Grav is one I will be happy to pop in and out of between mammoth sessions of No Man's Sky.. I don't really know what to
say about this game. It's weird. I want to make clear that this game is ONLY a conversation. That's really all it is. You don't go
to different places like a house or a tower. It's only a conversation.

The conversation just gets boring after a while. There's no voice acting, so that also prevents from getting more into the story.

The story is slightly interesting, but not nearly interesting enough to make up for the fact there's nothing to listen to and nothing
to see.. Seems ok but controls are not intuitive - can't easily delete objects, aiming tools sometimes works, sometimes doesnt.
Music is decent but feels like a indie\/kickstarter music. With a bit of improvement could be a great game. Graphics and sound
effects are good.. Well worth it especially if you \u2665 Halflings.
Includes a fully fleshed out Halfling faction.
New Monsters, Dwellings, and Units.
New School of Magic w\/ Spells.
New Specializations, and Customization Items.
New Victory Conditions.
New maps.
3 Part Halfling Campaign.
And more.... This is one of the best idle games I've played. It combines an idle game with a legitimately good arcade space
shooter. Highly recommended.. I liked the game back in the days when I played it on PS2 and wanted to play it again on PC on
modern hardware. The game is unplayable because the controls are terrible, can't change display settings, there's a lot of screen
tearing. Doesn't even run well (I have constant frame drops). Can't recommand. I'm
also\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665Steam refuses to refund me for that game because I bought it a
while ago but never tried it before.. AYE AYE CAPTAIN
+It's like gothic
-You can't shag Patty. yesssssssssssssssss. --Pros
Nice arkanoid game.

Tig old biddies.

Goth pixel art.

Mouse control.

Dope punk instrumentals.

Uhhhh, game didn't crash when I used the edit mode to create a level that made it easy to grab several multiballs in a row.
Slowed down a lot though.

If you patch for the censor, you can use the gallery to see any nudes you didn't get while playing as long as you beat the level.

--Cons
Can't serve to the left in mouse mode (possible with keyboard if you jerk the paddle to the left as you serve).

No badge\/cards, if you are in to that.
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Only 6 achievements, if you are in to that.

Woman from the thumbnail art is not in the game.

There are easier ways to see a pair of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

7\/10
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